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Abstract

Intelligent agents have an agenda that is monitored

continuously to decide what action is to be performed�

Formally� an agenda is a set of deontic temporal con�

straints� Deontic� since the agenda speci�es what the

agent should do� Temporal� since the obligation is usu�

ally to be performed before a certain deadline� or as

soon as possible� In this paper� we investigate the con�

cepts necessary to describe deadlines� We describe a

temporal deontic logic that facilitates reasoning about

obligations and deadlines� The logic is a combination of

temporal logic and deontic dynamic logic� We describe

extensively which choices have to be made in combining

temporal and dynamic aspects into one system� In the

new logic� we can uniformally specify that an obligation

starts at a certain time or event� that it must be done

immediately� as soon as possible� before a deadline� or

periodically�

� Introduction

It is not very di�cult to develop a program that checks
whether deadlines are met� The main idea is to wait
until the deadline has passed� which usually can be
checked easily� and then check whether a certain ac�
tion has taken place� However� many di�culties arise
when one tries to transform this procedural account of
deadlines into a formal one� In an intelligent system
�or agent� one would like to be able to reason about

this type of constraints in order to check whether they
can be ful�lled at all� This holds especially for combi�
nations of di	erent deadlines� Constraints can also be
used to in
uence the behaviour of the agent� The com�
bination of deadlines can be used to plan the actions of
an agent� Of course this is only possible if the system
has some formal description �besides a procedural one�
of the deadlines�
The ideas expressed above are illustrated with the

following example�

�� Ernie has to pay the mortgage for his house every
month�

�� Ernie borrowed some money from Bert� which he
has to repay as soon as he is able to do so�

� The roof of the house of Ernie started leaking� It
has to be repaired before the October rains start�
�It is now September��

�� Ernie wants to go on a midweek holiday� He has an
o	er to rent a cottage for relatively little money�
which has to be paid within � days after the reser�
vation has been made�

Several things play a role in this example� First�
Ernie still has to decide whether he should go on a hol�
iday� The �rst three constraints are all �xed� The obli�
gation to pay for the holiday only arises if Ernie decides
to book it� Secondly� Ernie has to decide whether the
obligations are con
icting� If Ernie has enough money



he can ful�ll the three obligations ������ and book the
holiday without any problem� If Ernie has not enough
money he has to decide which are the most important
obligations to keep� He might still decide to repair
the roof and go on a holiday in the meanwhile risking
a penalty for not paying the mortgage in time and a
�ght with Bert for not repaying his debt�

The latter remarks already point to an important dif�
ference with approaches such as those from Haddawy
���� or Boutilier ���� In these approaches the deadlines
are modelled as goals that can be �partially� ful�lled�
However� it is then very di�cult to reason about the
situations in which the deadlines are not met and new
obligations arise� E�g�� the fact that a penalty has to be
paid when the mortgage is not paid in time� This new
obligation can in
uence the planning of the agent be�
cause it in
uences the utility of the states in which the
mortgage is not paid in time� In the decision theoretic
approaches these new obligations have to be incorpo�
rated somehow in the utility functions of the agents�
In our approach we are also able to reason explicitly
about the situations after a deadline has not been met
and can also represent explicitly which new obligations
arise from violating the deadline�

Whether a deadline is met depends on an action that
must have taken place� In case this action only depends
on the agent itself one might force the agent to perform
the action before the deadline is reached� In this case
the deadline would be used as part of the planning
system of the agent� The deadlines would not have to
be checked afterwards because they would be met by
default �if possible of course�� In case the deadlines
cannot be met the best possible plan could be chosen�

Two more problems can arise when deadlines are
seen only as goals that should be reached� The �rst
problem arises with deadlines of which it is not known
beforehand when they will be reached� E�g� �the third
deadline above� Ernie should repair the roof before it
starts raining� It is not known at what point in time it
will start raining� therefore it is very di�cult to incor�
porate this deadline in a utility function for the agent�
However� it is possible to check the deadline and spec�
ify new obligations that arise when the deadline is vi�
olated� If the violation of the deadline has severe con�
sequences the agent might decide to �repair the roof�
before anything else�
We argue that the enforcement of the deadline and the
planning problem are two separate issues and the en�
forcement of deadlines should not be implemented by a
planning procedure� Of course we do acknowledge that
the deadlines in
uence the planning of the actions of

the intelligent system�

A second problem that arises with the enforcement of
deadlines is that the agent is not always capable of en�
forcing the performance of a certain action� E�g� upon
delivery of the product the customer has to pay the bill
within � days� The agent can base its plans on the fact
that the customer has paid within � days� but it has
no way to enforce this payment �directly�� This shows
that deadlines cannot always be enforced� Therefore an
agent should not reach a state of inconsistency when�
ever a deadline is not met� Rather it should arrive at
a state in which it is clear that a deadline has passed�
but other �corrective� actions are still possible� �In case
of the customer the agent could send a reminder or a
court order for payment��

A last problem that we like to mention is the case
where no speci�c deadline has been set� A certain ac�
tion should take place �as soon as possible�� E�g� after
an accident has been reported the ambulance has to go
to the place of the accident as soon as possible� How�
ever� it might be that the ambulance �rst has to deliver
another patient at the hospital or that the accident is
not very serious and the ambulance does not switch on
its siren� In these cases there is not a de�nite point in
time where one can check whether the action has been
performed or not�

The long term aim of our research is to develop a
system in which the deadlines can be formally �and
declaratively� described and which is capable of rea�
soning about these deadlines� For this purpose we want
to develop a logic which is subsequently implemented�
In this paper we aim at describing the syntax and se�
mantics of the concepts that have to be used in such
a logic� Speci�cally we will describe the choices that
have to be made when combining the temporal and dy�
namic aspects that are necessary to specify deadlines�
The outcome is a multi�modal logic with temporal� dy�
namic and deontic operators� These are also exactly
the main components of deadlines� actions that are
obliged to occur before a certain time� The concepts
used in dynamic logic and deontic logic are orthogonal
and can therefore easily be combined� The addition
of temporal logic requires careful consideration of the
intervention of the concept of time and the existing
relations in the dynamic deontic logic� performing an
action implies passage of time�

Although other approaches exist that combine tem�
poral and deontic logics �e�g� ���� ��� ���� these ap�
proaches tend to express the deontic concepts in terms
of the temporal operators� In this paper we take a
di	erent approach� We actually �add� the temporal



operators to the deontic logic that is used as a basis�
Also many systems have been described to specify
deadlines using temporal logic �see e�g� ���� ���� These
systems do contain some form of action description�
but lack in a separate semantics for actions as given in
dynamic logic� Therefore it is not possible to express
relations between actions or the non�performance of a
certain action� The latter is of crucial importance to
model the violation of an obligation to perform an ac�
tion �as will be shown later in section ��� Although this
point will not be very prominent in describing the dead�
lines it forms the main motivation for making a �real�
combination of temporal and dynamic logic instead of
the reduction of one to the other�

We do not give an axiomatization for this logic or
even a complete set of inference rules� Therefore auto�
matic reasoning with the speci�cations is not yet pos�
sible�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� First
we will introduce a combination of dynamic deontic
logic and temporal logic without explicit time� In sec�
tion  we will describe the examples given above in this
new logic together with some other more elaborate ex�
amples� In section � we will discuss the choices that
are involved when dynamic deontic logic is combined
with a logic with explicit time� Section � contains some
conclusions and directions for further research� We also
brie
y indicate how deontic temporal constraints are
used in Agent Speci�cation�

� Combining dynamic deontic
logic and temporal logic

In this section we will describe a combination of dy�
namic deontic logic and temporal logic without explicit
time� That is� the temporal logic only contains oper�
ators to order states in time� It will be shown that a
combination of such a temporal logic with the dynamic
deontic logic can be made easily and in a natural way�
The obtained logic is powerful enough to describe the
deadlines from the examples in the introduction� In
section � we describe the issues that arise when an ap�
plication necessitates reasoning with explicit �possibly
continuous� time�

��� Dynamic deontic logic

We now proceed with the de�nition of a set of formu�
las with which we can describe the behaviour of �in�
terpreted� �trans�actions� This language is a variant of

dynamic logic ������� and was �rst used for this pur�
pose in ����� In the present paper we add two �new�
operators to this language� The formulas de�ned in ���
de�ne the �classical� deontic formulas as introduced by
v�Wright in ���� ��� The formulas de�ned in ��� intro�
duce a preference relation between actions� They state
which action is preferred to be performed at a certain
time�
In this paper we will not include transactions in the
dynamic logic� because they are not essential for the
points we want to make in this paper and the de�nition
of the semantics of transactions contains many subtle
di�culties would mainly be confusing in the present
paper� For a full formal account of dynamic deontic
logic with transactions we refer to ����
We assume a �xed set Prop of atomic propositions

and a set Act action expressions �see below�� The set
Form of formulas is then the smallest set closed under�

���� Prop � Form

���� ��� �� � Form�� �� � �� � Form

��� � � Form �� �� � Form

���� � � Act� � � Form�� ���� � Form

���� � � Form �� O��� � Form

���� ��� �� � Act �� PREFER���� ��� � Form

Note� Other propositional connectives such as � and
� are assumed to be introduced as the usual abbrevia�
tions� Also the special proposition false is introduced
as the abbreviation of p��p for some p � Prop� The in�
formal meaning of ���� is �doing � necessarily leads to
a state where � holds�� The informal meaning of O���
is that � should be the case in the present state� We
introduce the other deontic operators using the usual
abbreviations�

� F ��� abbreviates O����

� P ��� abbreviates �F ���

The last type of formulas de�ned above �in ���� indi�
cate that a certain action �� is preferred to performing
��� This extension is used to model the obligation to
perform some action �as soon as possible�� It does not
interfere with our main aim of combining this logic with
a temporal logic�
The semantics of the formulas in Form is given in two

stages� First we will give the syntax and semantics of
the action expressions� which we will subsequently use
in section ����� to de�ne the semantics of the formulas�



����� Action expressions and their semantics

We start out by giving a de�nition of action expres�

sions� which we shall typically denote �� possibly
with subscripts� To this end we assume a set At of
atomic action expressions that are typically denoted by
a� b� � � �� Furthermore� we assume special action expres�
sions any and fail denoting �don�t care what happens�
and �failure�� respectively� The action expressions are
formed using the � for choice� the � for parallel exe�
cution and the�for negation�

De�nition ��� The set Act of action expressions is
given by the following BNF�

� �� 	 ajanyjfailj�� � ��j�����j�

The semantics of action expressions has two com�
ponents� The �rst component is an algebra of un�
interpreted actions �called a uniform semantics else�
where ���� which allows us to interpret equalities be�
tween action expressions without taking their e	ect
into account� Due to lack of space we refer to ��� for
a formal account of this part� The following intuitions
should su�ce here� In the algebraic semantics� each
action expression will be interpreted as a choice over
possible steps� where a step is a set of events that can
be performed simultaneously�
Notation� We write ����� to denote the set of steps that
form the uniform semantics of ��

For example� a�b is interpreted as the set of steps
where each step contains at leastfa� bg whereas a� b is
interpreted as the choice from possible steps containing
at least fag or containing at least fbg� The extension
of the sets implied in the clause �at least� in the above
concerns a technical issue related to open versus closed
systems which is elaborated on in ��� and not further
explained here�

It is also important that the uniform semantics pro�
vide a formal semantics for the negation of actions�

The second component of the semantics is a state�
transition semantics of action expressions where we de�
�ne the e	ect of steps on the state of the world� Most
notable here is that the e	ect of any action can always
be a set of new states� �One for each step in its seman�
tics�

����� Semantics of formulas

Having de�ned the semantics of the action expressions
within the formulas� we can now give the semantics of
formulas in Form by means of the notion of a Kripke
structure

M � �A��� ��RA�
� RO��
� is a set of states �worlds��
A is a �nite set of events�
� is a truth assignment function to the atomic proposi�
tions relative to a state� � is a function �� �Prop �
ftt� ffg�� where tt and ff denote truth and falsehood�
respectively� Thus� for p � Prop� �����p� � tt means
that the atomic proposition p is true in state ��
The accessibility relation RA speci�es how actions

can change states� The relation RA is de�ned as fol�
lows� RA � fRtjt � Ag� re
ecting that Rt is the rele�
vant entity� We write� slightly abusing notation�

RA��� �
���� �t � Rt��� �

��


 is a function �  � � ftt� ffg� The function in�
dicates for two states which of the two is preferred �
In this paper we only use the preference relation to in�
dicate a preference relation between actions� We do
not give a logic for the preference relation itself� How�
ever� one might intuitively think that an action � is
preferred over an action � if it leads to states in which
less constraints are violated or the violations are con�
sidered less harmful �i�e� which are more ideal in a
deontic sense�� For a thorough treatment of this type
of logic we refer to ���� Here we take the preference
relation to be primitive�
The relation RO relates states � to states �� that are

deontically ideal with respect to �� Intuitively in the
states �� all the obligations are ful�lled and no prohi�
bitions have been violated�
We assume the relation RO to be serial� I�e� for ev�
ery world � there exists at least one world �� such that
RO��� ��� holds�
We now give the interpretation of formulas in Form

in Kripke structures� We interpret formulas with re�
spect to a structure M and a state � � �

De�nition ��� Given M � �A��� ��RA� RO�
� as
above and � � �� we de�ne�

�� �M� �� j� p�� �����p� � tt �for p � Prop�

�� �M� �� j� �� � �� ��
�M� �� j� �� and �M� �� j� ��

� �M� �� j� ���� not �M� �� j� �

�� �M� �� j� ������
�t � �������� � ��Rt��� ���� �M� ��� j� ��

�� �M� �� j� O�����
��� � ��RO��� ���� �M� ��� j� ��



�� �M� �� j� PREFER���� �����
�t � �������Rt��� ��� 	�

��t� � �������Rt���� ��� � ��� 
 �����

�� � is valid w�r�t� modelM � �A��� ��RA� RO�
��
notation M j� ��
if �M� �� j� � for all � � ��

�� � is valid� notation j� �� if � is valid w�r�t� all
models M of the form considered above�

The de�nitions are quite standard and we will not
explain them any further here� It should be noted that
using the semantic de�nition of �any�� we can express
the usual temporal operators over static formulas as
given in e�g� ���� In the next section� however� we
show that we can do this more elegantly and have more
expressive power by adding real temporal operators and
their semantics�

��� Adding Temporal Logic

We extend the dynamic deontic logic framework in�
troduced so far by the most simple temporal logic
framework� propositional linear time temporal logic
�PLTLB�� �The B stands for a temporal logic having
Both future and past tense�� Intuitively� an RA step�
corresponding to an action expression in the dynamic
logic framework� is now also interpreted as making a
step forward in time� As yet� no quantative notion of
time is associated with such a step� neither in the sense
that a step has an explicit duration nor in the sense that
steps could be counted explicitly� so� only ordering in
time is added� If from a state another one is reached
in one or more steps� this just means that it occurs at
some later moment� For the moment� we only consider
sequential time� i�e�� we only use the traces through the
Kripke model and do not consider its branching struc�
ture� Note that� as to be expected� this involves only
the accessibility relation RA of the Kripke model and
does not address the relation RO� At this stage of our
investigations� we leave the possibility open that if a
state is connected by RO to an ideal state� time in the
ideal state need not necessarily be the same or later
than in the original one�

For an introduction to PLTLB in the context of com�
puter science� but starting from a modal logicians point
of view� see ����� for a thorough treatment of its role in
computer science see ���� ����

����� Syntax of dynamic deontic linear time
temporal logic �DDLTLB�

The monadic next operator� X � and the binary until
operator U are used as temporal operators for the fu�
ture� The meaning of X is the obvious one� the until
states that some property is preserved until the �rst
time that some other property is ful�lled� We will also
de�ne an unless operator in terms of the until operator
which basically means the same but does not require
that this ful�lment need ever occur� For the past time
we introduce the mirror operators P and S� indicating
that a certain formula held in the previous state and
that some property held since the �rst time some other
property was ful�lled�
We also introduce the operators DO and DONE over
actions� indicating that a certain action will be per�
formed next or was performed last�
We do not de�ne PLTLB separately� but immediately
de�ne DDLTLB as an extension of the dynamic deontic
logic de�ned above�
Thus� the de�nition in section ��� is extended with

the following six production rules�

TL�a� � � Form� X� � Form

TL�b� � � Form� P� � Form

TL�a� ��� �� � Form� ��U�� � Form�

TL�b� ��� �� � Form� ��S�� � Form�

TLa� � � Act � DO��� � Form�

TLb� � � Act � DONE��� � Form�

The derived operators � �eventually�� �� �some time
in the past�� � �always from now�� �� �always up till
now��

F
�unless� and � �since� are de�ned as follows�

� �� �� trueU�� ��� �� trueS��

� �� �� ����� ��� �� ������

� �
F
� �� �U� ���

� ��� �� �S� ����

The last �since� operator is seldom used but is given
here for reasons of symmetry�

����� Semantics of DDLTLB

The �rst question is� how to interpret the temporal
operators on the Kripke models that contain transitions
from RA and RO� Traditionally� linear time temporal



logic formulas are interpreted over state sequences� For
systems with a Kripke structure semantics a formula is
then de�ned to hold for the system if it holds for all
the paths through its Kripke structure� Because of the
presence of transitions from RO� and possible mixtures
of deontic and temporal operators� we have to apply
this sequentialisation of the Kripke structure into a set
of paths after each occurrence of either a dynamic logic
operator or the deontic O operator� This situation is
similar� but not identical� to the situation in branching
time temporal logic �cf� �����
We will interpret every formula in a triple �M�	���� In
this triple the state � can be seen as an index into the
path 	� making the interpretation similar to the one for
PLTLB in ����
As said before� the relation RO does not depend on

the temporal paths� However� it seems natural that in
an ideal state with respect to the present state� also
the ideal temporal path is di	erent from the present
temporal path� Therefore� in the Kripke structure the
de�nition of the RO relation is reinterpreted to be a
relation between pairs of state path ���	� to relatively
deontic ideal state path pairs ����	���

Before giving the semantic interpretation of the for�
mulas in DDLTLB we introduce some notation on
paths to facilitate the de�nitions�
Let 	 � h� � ����� t��� ��� t�� ��� t� � � �i an indexed
state transition path through M� then the set of all
such paths 	 is called Path�M�� The state �i on the
path 	 is denoted by 	�i�� We use 	���i� for the pre�x
of 	 that ends at �i and 	���i� to denote the su�x of
	 that starts with �i�

De�nition ���
Path�M� ���f	 j 	 � Path�M� and �i� � � 	�i�g�
Path��M� ���f	 j 	 starts with �g�
Path��M� ���f	 j 	 ends with �g�

The following de�nition de�nes the concatenation of
�sets of� paths�

De�nition ��	 Let 	 � h� � ����� t��� ��i and
	� � h��� t�� ��� t� � � �i then
	 � 	� � h� � ����� t��� ��� t�� ��� t� � � �i
Let 	 � h� � � ���� t��� ��i and ! � Path��M� ��� then
	 � !�f	� j 	������ � 	and	������ � !g
Let 	 � h��� t�� ��� t� � � �i and ! � Path��M� ��� then
! � 	�f	� j 	������ � 	and	������ � !g
Let ! � Path��M� ��� and !� � Path��M� ��� then
! �!��f	� j 	������ � !and	������ � !�g

The semantics of formulas in DDLTLB is given as fol�
lows�

De�nition ��
 Given M � �A��� ��RA� RO� I� as
above and 	 � Path�M� ��� we de�ne�

�� �M� 	� �� j� p�� �����p� � tt �for p � Prop�

�� �M� 	� �� j� �� � �� ��
�M� 	� �� j� �� and �M� 	� �� j� ��

� �M� 	� �� j� ���� not �M� 	� �� j� �

�� �M� 	� �� j� ������ �t � �����
��� � ��	� � �	���� � h�� t� ��i � Path��M� ����

�Rt��� ���� �M� 	�� ��� j� ���
i�e� basically it means that if � is performed then
� holds true afterwards� The paths that can be
considered in the new state are �xed to the past
�equal to 	 followed by t� and open to the future�

�� �M� 	� �� j� O�����
����	� � Path�M� ����RO���� 	�� ���� 	����

�M� 	�� ��� j� ���
i�e� � is obligated if in all states and paths that are
ideal with respect to the present state and path �

is true�

�� �M� 	� �� j� PREFER���� �����
�t � �������Rt��� ��� 	�

��t� � �������Rt���� ��� � ��� 
 �����

�� �M� 	� �i� j� X��� �M� 	� �i��� j� �

�� �M� 	� �i� j� P��� �M� 	� �i��� j� �

�� �M� 	� ��� j� �U���
�k��M� 	� �k� j� �� and

�j� � 
 j 
 k� �M� 	� �j� j� ����
i�e� � holds along the path 	 until � becomes true�

��� �M� 	� ��� j� �S� ��
�k��M� 	� �k� j� �� and

�j� k 
 j 
 �� �M� 	� �j� j� ����
i�e� � holds along the path 	 since � became true�

��� �M� 	� ��� j� DO�����
	 � h� � � � ��� t�� ��� t� � � �i and t� � ������

i�e� � is the action performed next�

��� �M� 	� ��� j� DONE�����
	 � h� � � � ���� t��� ��� � � �i and t�� � ������

i�e� � is the last action performed�

�� � is atemporal w�r�t� model
M � �A��� ��RA� RO�
�� notation �M� �� j� ��
if �M� 	� �� j� � for all 	 � Path�M� ���



��� � is valid w�r�t� model M � �A��� ��RA� RO� I��
notation M j� ��
if �M� 	� �� j� � for all � � � and 	 � Path�M� ���

��� � is valid� notation j� �� if � is valid w�r�t� all
models M of the form considered above�

��� Obligations and deadlines

Using the above de�nitions we now introduce the de�
ontic operators over actions� Before we give the most
general type of obligation with deadlines We will intro�
duce some simpler obligations over actions with tem�
poral aspects�

In ���� for the �rst time an obligation over actions
was de�ned using dynamic logic� The obligation had
an immediate character� I�e� the action had to be
performed as the next action� This type of immediate
obligation can be rede�ned now in two ways�

De�nition ���
O"��� � �any�O�DONE����
or
O"��� � O�DO����

Although the �rst de�nition looks more complicated
it �ts with the intuition that a violation of an obliga�
tion to perform an action as the next one can only be
checked after the next action has been performed�

Using the temporal operators we can now also denote
the obligation that states that it is obligated to perform
a certain action at some time in the future�

O���DO�����

If we want to state that the action should be per�
formed before a certain condition becomes true this
can be done as follows�

De�nition ��� O�� 
 �� � O���UDO����

It states that � can not hold true before � is performed�
The next type of obligation that we will describe is

the periodic obligation� This obligation returns every
time a certain condition holds true and should be ful�
�lled before another condition holds true� E�g� an order
should be placed after the stock of computers has fallen
below �� and before the level has dropped below �� The
condition that the stock falls below a certain level will
be true periodically �one hopes� and every time this
happens an order for replenishment should be made�
The periodic obligation is described as follows�

De�nition ��
PO�� 
 � 
 �� � ��� 	� O���UDO�����

The box operator forces the obligation to be periodic�
Every time �from now on� if � becomes true the obli�
gation arises to perform � before ��
We chose in this de�nition NOT to let the O operator

range over the implication but only over the last part of
the formula� This is closely related to the problems of
conditional obligations� There are two ways to express
conditional obligations�

O��� ��
�� O���

Both have their merits and problems� We chose for
the second formalization� because it seems most natu�
ral in our applications and causes less problems� The
only counterintuitive aspect of this de�nition is that
the starting condition of the obligation lays outside the
scope of the O operator while the end condition of the
obligation lays within the scope of the O operator� See
���� for a more thorough discussion on this topic�
In most cases the deadline is enforced only once �or

explicitly reenforced every time it is needed�� To ensure
that the deadline only becomes active the �rst time �
becomes true we extend the de�nition with an until
clause that states that the obligation �nishes after the
�rst time � becomes true�

De�nition ���
O�� 
 � 
 �� � ��� 	� O���UDO������UP�

If quanti�cation over actions is added to the lan�
guage� the general type of obligation with deadlines
also enables to describe an obligation that has to be
ful�lled as soon as possible� This obligation is inter�
preted as meaning that the action should be performed
as soon as no other actions with a higher �preference�
are performed� The de�nition is as follows�

De�nition ����
O#��� �

��O�true 
 � 
 DONE��� � PREFER��� ���

This obligation can be used when no strict deadline
is given� but we want the action to be performed at
some time� It resembles the �liveness� property as de�
scribed in ����� except that the obligated action cannot
be postponed inde�nitely� It has to be performed be�
fore an action with lesser importance is performed�
Up till now we only described deadlines with an im�

plicit time� Real time� i�e�� a quantitative time treat�
ment allowing us to specify numeric deadlines can be
added to the above approach in several ways� ranging
from counting steps and having a step represent a �xed



duration �cf� ������ to having an explicit clock variable
store the real time �cf� ��� ����� We distinguish be�
tween relative and absolute time conditions� For the
absolute time conditions we introduce a special vari�
able time� The following axiom should hold for the
values of this variable�

Axiom ����

j� time � k 	� X �time � k � ��

That is� we assume all actions to take equal time and
the length of an action de�nes the basic unit of time�
Using this axiom we de�ne the general obligation with
pure absolute temporal deadline as follows�

De�nition ����
O�time � temp� 
 � 
 time � temp�� �

��time � temp� 	� O�time 
 temp�UDO�����

This de�nition is easier because we assume that the
formula �time � temp�� only is true in one state along
the path�
For deadlines that are given relative to the present time
the de�nition is as follows�

De�nition ����
O�now � t� 
 � 
 �now � t�� � t�� �
time � k 	�
��time � k � t� 	� O�time 
 k � t� � t�UDO�����

� Modeling Deadlines
�the examples�

In this section we will model the examples given in the
introduction within the logical framework developed in
the previous section� We will give some additional ex�
amples to show the power of our logic�

Ernie wants to go on a midweek holiday� He
has an o	er to rent a cottage for relatively
little money� which has to be paid within �
days after the reservation has been made�

This example is modeled as follows�

DONE�reserve�Ernie� cottage�� � time � k

� O�pay�Ernie� cottage� 
 k � � � day�

I�e� if reserve�Ernie� cottage� has just been done
then there is an obligation to perform the action
pay�Ernie� cottage� before � days have passed� We
assume that day stands for an integer that indicates

how many times an action should be performed to ad�
vance the absolute time with one day� Although param�
eterized actions were not explicitly introduced in this
paper� we use them in the examples in order to get a
more realistic representation� The formal introduction
of parameterized actions can be found in ����
The next example illustrates the use of periodic obli�

gations�

Ernie has to pay the mortgage for his house
every month��before the tenth of the month��

The above example can be modelled very simply as
follows�

PO�md�time� � � 

pay�Ernie�mortgage� 
 md�time� � ���

where md is a function that returns the day of the
month given an absolute point in time�
The next example illustrates an obligation that

should be ful�lled �as soon as possible��

Ernie borrowed some money from Bert� which
he has to repay as soon as he is able to do so�

In this case it might be that Ernie does not have the
money or that he �rst has to pay other debts �like the
mortgage�� Moreover� maybe before he can pay Bert
the money he has to take it from the bank and drive to
Bert�s house� However� Ernie has to repay Bert as soon
as there is no other action that is more �preferred��
Here the prefer relation is taken to be something ob�
jective� which is clearly not always the case� Hence� it is
obvious that this is still a very primitive way to model
preferences� but we think a good handle to model this
type of deadlines in a more accurate way in the future�
The above example can be modeled as follows�

DONE�borrow�Ernie� Bert�� 	�
O#�repay�Ernie� Bert��

The last example from the introduction is modelled
straightforwardly�

The roof of the house of Ernie started leaking�
It has to be repaired before the October rains
start� �It is now September��

is modelled by�

O�repair�Ernie� roof� 
 DONE�rain��

The last example that we will give here shows some
combinations of di	erent types of deadlines�



After the stock of computers has fallen below
�� an order should be made before the stock
is less than �� If an order has been made the
delivery should followwithin � days� If the de�
livery is not made in time a reminder should
be sent� After the receipt of the goods pay�
ment should be e	ectuated within � days�

This example is modelled by the following formulas�

�� O�DONE�stockdecr�Computers 
 ����

 order 
 stock�Computers� 
 ��

�� DONE�order� � time � k�
O�delivery 
 time � k � � � day�

� �time � k � � � day�
�DONE�delivery�S�DONE�order�� time � k��

	� O"�send�reminder��

�� DONE�receive� � time � k�
O�pay 
 time � k � � � day�

The third formula is a typical example of how the viola�
tion of an obligation triggers another obligation� This
is very natural� because the violation of an obligation
should lead to some rectifying action� which is usually
an obligation as well�
This is but one instance of our general desire to model
violation of deadlines di	erently than through an in�
consistency� In this way it is possible to specify desired
follow�up actions in cases of violation�

� Introducing explicit and
continuous time

In the previous sections we showed how temporal logic
and dynamic deontic logic can be combined� The tem�
poral logic that was used� however� only deals with im�
plicit time� I�e� only a �temporal� ordering between
states is distinguished� The quantitative �or real��time
aspects can be modeled by introducing some clock vari�
able that runs in parallel to the steps forming the rela�
tions between the states in the Kripke structure�

In this section we want to mention some of the issues
that arise when introducing explicit time to the model�
I�e� a time scale that is independent of the relations in
the Kripke structure as de�ned up till now�

The �rst choice to be made is whether the actions
should have di	erent durations� If the actions have dif�
ferent durations the combination of actions is no longer
straightforward� If a has length � and b has length ��

what is the length of a � b# In the present semantics
the negation of performing b involves doing a� However�
already after waiting one time unit it can be checked
whether b has not been performed�
It may be clear that choosing for this �intuitively nat�
ural� solution generates many problems in the �neat�
algebra of action expressions� Therefore it seems ad�
visable to opt for the second solution� I�e� giving all
actions the same standard duration�

Actions with durations can then be represented in
two ways� The �rst option is to cut the actions into
smaller actions with standard length� The advantage
of this approach is that every action is replaced by a
transaction� These transactions can be represented in
the Kripke structure as presented before�
In the second option the actions are instantaneous� Ac�
tions that have a certain duration are represented by
indicating a begin�action that starts the action and an
end�action that indicates when the action is �nished�
The advantage of this approach is that it can be ex�
tended to deal with continuous time� while that cannot
be done with the �rst approach which needs discrete
steps�
We will leave the details of this choice for further work�
However� we do want to remark that the choice what
is best depends on the application for which the logic
is to be used�

Another issue that comes up when an explicit time
is introduced is that of the synchronicity of the actions�
In the framework that was used in this paper all actions
that are performed in parallel start at the same time�
With explicit time this does not have to be the case
anymore� Actions can start at any moment in time�
This does not pose a theoretical problem when we use
discrete time� In this case we divide every action into
the smallest possible time units� Every action will then
start at a discrete point in time �possibly together with
unit�actions of another longer action��
This approach does not work anymore if continuous
time is added to the framework�

We �nish this section with some observations about
the introduction of continuous time� The notions of
continuous time and dynamic logic cannot be com�
bined as was done in the present paper� If continu�
ous time is introduced the concepts of dynamic logic�
where changes are e	ected in �jumps�� have to be im�
plemented in terms of the temporal logic� �Actually the
reverse of what was done in the present paper�� The
information which actions are �active� and in which
stage they are has to be recorded in the states� We
leave the details of this �interesting� approach for fu�



ture work�

� Conclusions

We have shown in this paper how deadlines can be
modelled using a combination of dynamic deontic logic
and temporal logic� Deadlines play an important role
in 
exible transactions� In situations where several sys�
tems have to cooperate deadlines are a means to specify
expectations of the behaviour of the other parties� E�g�
if a company delivers a product it expects a payment
of the customer within a certain time�

Actions and transactions are necessary ingredients
in the speci�cation of deadlines� First of all dead�
lines are always speci�ed on actions� I�e� every dead�
line indicates that a certain action is expected to take
place� Secondly the deadline may be dependent on the
�trans�actions that are performed� E�g� You have to
pay the rent before you buy a new car� These consider�
ations indicate that a formal speci�cation of deadlines
should involve a formal speci�cation of actions� We
have chosen a form of dynamic logic to incorporate the
actions into the speci�cation language�

A second important property of deadlines is that
they are not always kept� In the case that keeping
a deadline depends on an action from another system
�or person� it is not possible to enforce the deadline�
Therefore we should use a formalism that allows the
violation of the deadline without getting in an inconsis�
tent state� This requirement is ful�lled by the incorpo�
ration of deontic logic into the speci�cation language�

The use of a logic as speci�cation language enables
the system to reason about the deadlines� Deadlines
can be combined and inconsistent deadlines �deadlines
that cannot be kept jointly� can be detected�

Deontic temporal constraints can be used in the
speci�cation of contracts between agents ����� �����
The speci�cation of an agent includes the speci�cation
of the possible messages it can exchange with other
agents� Certain combinations of messages� for example�
a request followed by a commit� create an obligation for
one agent with regard to the other� Sometimes� such
obligations can be retracted again by means of cancel
messages� The contract between two agents describes
the possible messages and their e	ect� that is� the fac�
tual or deontic temporal constraints that are created
or deleted by means of the messages�

Agents have an agenda that contains the actions they
are supposed to perform at due time� The agent archi�
tecture assumes that the agenda is monitored continu�

ously to decide what to do next� The formal meaning
of the agenda is a set of deontic temporal constraints�
In the context of an agent architecture� a set of deontic
temporal constraints functions as a program�
The present work also opens some areas for further

research� The �rst seems to be further research in rep�
resenting explicit time in this framework� Secondly� in
order to use the logic an axiomatization and inference
rules have to be given� On the agent side of this work
we should look into the in
uence of the deadlines on the
�planning of� actions of the agent� A simple algorithm
would be to plan the action whose deadline expires �rst
as the �rst action to perform� However� from the OR
research �and personal experience� we might deduce
that this does not always lead to optimal �or even ac�
ceptable� plans� So� some more complicated planning
algorithms are called for�
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